

WHAT APPEARS TO US TODAY AS MISRECOGNITION OF THE SUBJECT-SUPPOSED-TO-KNOW, RELATIVE TO UNCONSCIOUS KNOWLEDGE (SAVOIR), WAS HELD TO BE A MORE OR LESS MYSTERIOUS PROPERTY OF AFFECTIVITY, UNTIL LACAN RESTATED IT IN 1961.2 PARTISANS OF IMAGINARY REGRESSION OR OF SYMPTOMATIC DISPLACEMENT, ALL MAKE THE INTERPRETATION OF THE TRANSFERENCE PIVOT AROUND THE REMOVAL OF AN ILLUSION, EVEN OF A STRAIGHTFORWARD ERROR WHICH IS REVEALED BY THIS INSTALLATION OF A PRETENCE.

THE GAP BETWEEN FIXATION TO THE PHANTASY AND REALITY THUS BECOMES THE SOLE STAKE IN INTERPRETATION: THE TRANSFERENCE IS INTERPRETED IN ORDER TO LIBERATE THE LIBIDO FROM ITS OEDIPAL OR PRE-OEDIPAL ALIENATION BY PROMISING AT LAST ACCESS TO A REAL OBJECT WHICH WILL NO LONGER BE SCREENED OFF BY THE TRANSFERENTIAL RELATION.3 BEFORE REACHING THIS POINT, THE TWO PRINCIPAL TRENDS IN THE MOVEMENT LED BY M. KLEIN AND J. STRACHEY BOTH CONTRIBUTED TO THE REDUCTION OF INTERPRETATION TO THAT OF THE TRANSFERENCE, BEFORE ARRIVING AT THE ABBERRATION OF THE COUNTER-TRANSFERENCE.


ABANDONING THE FREUDIAN DIALECTIC OF THE OBSTACLE AND THE MEANS, THE TRENDS IN FRANCE —BOUVE AND NACHT, FOR EXAMPLE— IN THE ’FIFTIES, WERE IN FAVOUR OF INTERPRETING THE TRANSFERENCE IN ADVANCE, TO FORESTALL ITS CRYSTALLISATION IN SUBSTITUTE Satisfactions.6 IT WAS PERCEIVED THAT, ONCE THE LIBIDO WAS UNLEASHED BY ANALYTICAL SORCERY, IT WAS NOT ALWAYS EASY TO BRING IT BACK WITHIN REASONABLE LIMITS. SINCE EVEN
dual interpretation was not sufficient to still these excesses, we witness initiatives in technique which deviated somewhat from the norms currently prevailing, and which testified to a certain degree of alarm on the part of the analyst, confronted with his powerlessness to master the transference. An attempt was then made to elaborate a doctrine on the possible restriction of neutrality on the basis of directives which paid respect to the forms of sympathy even to the point of wondering about the length of the sessions in which the demand for love was brewing. The passionless aspects of the transference underline more and more the misrecognition by the analyst of the principles of his act, to which such aspects can often be referred, as Lacan showed, relative to the obsesssional mode of resistance of the analyst. Forgetting that the analyst is the man one speaks to, Leo Stone made himself the spokesman for the North American cognitivist current of the ‘sixties, reducing the transference to “a cognitive delay which should be palliated by the analyst’s interpretative activity”.

Deficiency and emotional immaturity being measured against the yard-stick of object relations, the attraction this position exercised on the analyst’s orientation was equalled only by his haste to dispel its mirages, by returning to its maternal origins. Thus, the two-phase programme we mentioned earlier: first, the analysis of the material, then the Durcharbeitung, the work of the transference, which was accomplished with excessive zeal by the post-freudians. The transference became the illness itself; the transference love, the index of the wrong or right distance from the object; the psychoanalyst, a symptom to dissolve. Lacan, realising the state of havoc prevalent in 1968, was able to affirm that the psychoanalyst had sullied the living source of interpretation by the very fact of taking it back to the transference. Indeed, the debasement of the symbolic function of the transference in a general tendency towards the “primordial transference” liquidated the question of a privileged signifier of the transference. The “therapeutic” transference was only one aspect of this generality. It was therefore appropriate not only to analyse the analytic transference, but also the “series of the transference, the successive ones” which resulted from separation from the mother.

Everything that was of the order of the metonymy of desire having been assimilated to the transference, any displacement of affect being amenable to one and the same interpretation in the name of the lost object, one could deduce the rule according to which the more analysis was carried out in the name of the mother, the more the doctrine prescribed the interpretation of the transference. As a measure of the degree of displacement of which a subject was capable, the analyst no longer incarnated anything other than one signification among others. Why, indeed, should the totality of intersubjective relations be under the jurisdiction of a single exponent? The analyst did not have a monopoly of the transference. So it was necessary to interpret the “extra-analytic” transference to loosen the therapeutic transference, the residue of an archaic belief in the omnipotence of the Other. In doing this, far from facilitating an opening-up of the unconscious, the interpretation created correspondences between slices and series of transference on the one hand, and the multiplicity of conflicts on the other.

It is true that Freud, in his later work, particularly in Analysis Terminable and Interminable, brought into question his own identification with the father in his analyses: thus, it was appropriate that “the analysand could not lodge all his conflicts in the transference” as Ferenczi wanted. In general, this observation has been taken as an argument in favour of serial transferences and, as a result, as an objection to the existence of a privileged signifier of the transference. Nonetheless,
Freud always affirmed the insistence of the latter, whatever may be the limits which, in other respects, the oedipal framework constitutes: from the “stereotype” to the imago of the Jungian years; from the father to the ego-ideal of the ‘twenties; right up to the alien Other of the negative transference, a unary signifier traverses the whole of the construction. And besides, it is this negative transference, allied with the resistance of the “Id”, which is the obstacle to interpretation. The best arguments are powerless in the face of “resistance to bringing to light the resistances”. The stubborn refusal to yield to the good offices of the Other constituted, for Freud, the limits of interpretation. So, indeed, the signer of transference operates as a plug for castration and the limit which the latter constitutes sanctions any forcing of the interpretation.

Nevertheless, the Lacanian critique of the analysis of resistances does not exhaust the problem of the analysis of the transference. In The Direction of the Treatment, Lacan affirmed again “...that it is natural to analyse the transference”. Although this formulation preceded the Seminar on Transference and, more importantly, the Proposition ...of 1967, on the end of analysis, it is nonetheless a consecration of a classic tradition of analytic technique. Lacan’s critique is above all aimed at a technique which postpones interpretation “until the transference is consolidated” and which then undertakes to reduce the transference itself. It is a technique which ensures the security of the analyst insofar as it renders the discourse unreal and misrecognises the effects of suggestion which it induces. Following Freud, Lacan saw the transference as proceeding from interpretation, and not vice versa; it was a case of subjective rectification producing the effect of truth which favours transference. Even as early as his 1951 article Intervention on the Transference Lacan brought the function of the subject-supposed-to-know into his analysis of the case of Dora.

In his analysis of Freud’s case, Lacan abolished any chronological relation between the interpretation of the material and the interpretation of the transference. He held that both the interpretation of the object of desire and of the transference derived from the same logic. Indeed, if Freud had indicated that the feminine agalma was the cause of desire, “just think of the prestige he himself would have benefitted from”; whereas his mistake resulted in a negative transference. Lacan then hypothesised that, if Freud had indicated to Dora that she was imputing to him intentions analogous to those of Mr K, she would doubtless have protested, but at the same time the intervention would have led her towards the real object of her interest. Thus, in both cases, whether it is a question of the object of desire or of the signer of transference, Freud would have been an exception to “everyman”. Indeed, by effacing his “everyman-ness”, he would have cut an exceptional figure: at least one who does not use me for his pleasure [ne jouit pas de moi]. Knowledge (savoir) of the phallic cause would have been to Freud’s benefit. In this case, interpreting the transference would not have meant interpreting the libido directed at the analyst, but would have consisted in causing the Aristotelian supposition of the universal affirmative to vacillate: all men are X, Freud is a man...

Equally, one can draw certain conclusions from this observation by paying attention to Lacan’s cautioning about the dual relation. One could be astonished to see Lacan talking of the transference in terms of imputation. However, if one distinguishes this signer from that of projection, one escapes analysis from “ego to ego” which is the object of severe cautioning in Seminar I. Lacan is not loath to situate the analyst in the position of the third term at the moment when the subject has a tendency to place him on the axis a-a'. Similarly, it is not necessarily contra-indicated to mark for the
subject the place of his address, that is to say, the place he is speaking from. The point of accommodation of the specular mirage in which the manoeuvre of the transference takes place for the neurotic finds its celebrated response in the rotation of the plane mirror in the ...Rapport of Daniel Lagache. To escape the play of mirrors, which this schema aims to contradict, the analyst is required to emphasize the function of the Other as being that with which it is impossible to identify. For example, Freud, who in 1909 was not obnubilated, as were his future pupils, by the analysis of the transference in terms of the repetition of need, indicated to the "Rat Man" which place the latter, without realising it, wished to occupy in Freud’s esteem: “As the solution to a transference (solution not liquidation) I had said to him that, in his relations with me, he was playing the base character, that is to say, the brother-in-law, and that signified that he regretted not having Rita for his wife.”

In this abridgement, Freud indicated both the ruses and the masks that desire can borrow: whether it was a question of his sister imprisoned by the brother-in-law, or of Freud’s daughter, a third term came to mediate, revealing the representative of the transference at the address of the impossible desire. Such is the permanent mode according to which the subject constitutes his objects: a contraband which leaves the Other of the transference in the place of the dummy who closes his eyes. Thus, the analyst’s intervention on the manoeuvre of the transference which the neurotic operates consists neither in liquidating the transference conceived of as a going astray of the libido, nor in saying to the subject that it is a case of mistaken identity. It is tempting to invoke the formula Lacan gave to this strategy in 1951, even though it was long before The Direction of the Treatment. “What does it mean, to interpret the transference? Nothing else than to fill the void of this dead point with a lure”.

The psychoanalyst’s agalma glitters only so that the subject might exploit his erudite ignorance against the specular mirage of narcissism. Socrates, that specialist in the dialectic of the empty and the full, was to point out this articulation between the emptiness of desire and the agalma of transference love: the point of lack where the subject has to recognise himself and the agalma of the transference which conceals this lack from him.

However famous this construction may be, it does not in any way close the question. The analysis of transference, as we have said, is legitimate, but it is nonetheless not always to be recommended. One could not even propose a strategy of evaporation of the agalma which improperly occupies the place of the ideal, either as a rule or even less, as a standard. Let us recall the example of one of Lacan’s patients—a woman who satisfied her desire for amorous conquests in the strictest possible submission to the moral conformity she imputed to her analyst. No question of disillusioning her on this score, nor of engaging in an analysis of the dialectic of the moral order and of the disorder of love: Lacan remained the ego-ideal, the moral guarantee, which served as a support for her turpitudes. It has been suggested that the analysis of the transference would have been more harmful than the consequences of these aberrations. Is it not, indeed, in the transference to the master of morality that the analyst, curiously, incarnates here, that one can appreciate the strategy of libertinage? Thus, the transference in itself has the value of an interpretation. The adventures of desire which it makes possible, however suspect they may be from this patient’s point of view, do not imply that the analyst is titillating the ego ideal too much. Is one to say to her, “It’s me you love”? There is no objection to that in the order of truth except forgetting that the love one has for him (the analyst) is precisely part of the problem to be solved.
Thus the restrictions placed on the interpretation of the transference are at the same time tactical and logical. Where tactics are concerned, we have seen that the obnubilation of the post-freudians in wanting to analyse the transference as the only referent of the discourse led to a debasement of the latter itself and a flattening of the unconscious onto the interpersonal relation. On the logical plane, Lacan on several occasions pointed up the paradoxes engendered by the interpretation of the transference. If the transference rests upon a supposition of knowledge in the Other, how can we work for its dissolution in the name of the truth? Is it not still the transference which will sanction the truth of the interpretation? It is the vicious circle which means that “the transference is interpreted on the basis of, and with the instrument of, the transference itself”. The crossing of the transference, if it were possible, would already presuppose the fall of the subject-supposed-to-know. Balint had already commented ironically on the circle constituted by the transference and its interpretation, noting that the enterprise of detaching the patient from his father substitute was made impossible throughout the treatment by the indoctrination of which the analyst would have been the agent. One could apply this situation to the formulation in Radiophonie: “the more discourse is interpreted, the more it confirms itself to be unconscious”. It is admitted that interpretation does, indeed, surprise and divide with its inherent equivocation, but that transference love does not correspond to the comic genre. Interpretation which, normally, goes from sense to non-sense against signification, cannot extinguish the signification of love unless accompanied by the risk of reinforcing it.

From an analogous point of view, Lacan in 1964 pointed up the dialectic of interpretation and transference from the starting point of the closing-up of the unconscious: the classic rule that one should await the effects of transference before interpreting found its counterpart in the closure of the subject to the effects of interpretation. No Aufklärung of the transference has any value if the light of what is true extinguishes the unconscious in love. As we have known since Radiophonie, it is necessary for the prestige of the truth to be broached in order for a knowledge (savoir) to come into that place.

Sometimes at the end of an analysis, as la passe has shown, the subject registers what has been for him the signifier of the transference, whether as a shadow of the past or as a new figure of his destiny. A distinguished signifier, a unary trait has operated to stir up the unconscious.

Does that mean that la passe would be the privileged set-up, the metalanguage of the personal analysis where the transference could be worked out? For the time being, this can only be verified case by case. In any event, it offers an opportunity to grasp, in the concrete context of the treatment, the other side of the transference, this other rather neglected dimension which is chance. Can a subject learn something from the effects of this tuche: the encounter with the analyst? There, one finds an incalculable given which constitutes part of what cannot be analysed in the transference, and is analogous to what love itself owes to chance.

This article was first published in La Cause Freudienne, Revue de psychanalyse, Number 22, October 1992. This translation has not been reviewed by the author prior to publication.
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